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Ein bildschöner Eistanzstar, ein Undercover-Ermittler und ein skrupelloser Stalker –
brandgefährlich und mörderisch gut!Die Tournee von Eistanzstar Sasha Miller wird von einer
Mordserie überschattet. designated Agent Mick Vinicor nimmt sich undercover des Falls an. Er
ist der Überzeugung, dass die bildhübsche Eistänzerin mehr weiß, als sie ihm erzählt. In seinem
Versuch, die Wahrheit aus ihr herauszulocken, findet er sich immer tiefer in ihre geheimsten
und schrecklichsten Erinnerungen verstrickt …
Hmm, unsure what to contemplate Todesspirale this one. occasionally i'm within the temper for
a true woman-in-jeopardy-menacing-killer suspense novel. Well, this is not that. it really is
ostensibly a suspense novel however it learn a piece lighter than, say, a Karen Rose. yet that
was once alright actually. I learn it in a single sitting, nearly and it used to be speedy and
relaxing and Susan Andersen writes with a handy guide a rough wit. this can be my first Susan
Andersen (but now not the last) and basically the second one booklet set within the specialist
ice skating global i might ever read. I beloved the surroundings the most. It used to be a
metamorphosis of velocity to experience in addition to the big skating outfit as they went from
urban to city. I do want she had delved a piece extra into extra of the personalities than simply
the most important gamers though. even though you knew it was once a wide outfit, the writer
neglected an opportunity, imo, to make the atmosphere a much bigger personality and to exploit
a few extra of the heritage characters to discover this very insular and particular international a
section more.The suspense plot used to be simply so so. The heroine, ice skating superstar
Sasha, is suspected by way of the hero, undercover DEA agent Mick, of marketing drugs. this is
why her former doubles associate were despatched to felony for dealing and his un-recovered
drug stash has made a reappearance, coincidentally in the entire towns the ice travel is visiting.
they're instantly drawn to each one Todesspirale other, Mick is doubly difficult on Sasha simply
because he suspects her yet cannot reconcile her great candy innocence with the hard-core
drug broker she is meant to be. They make eyes at every one other. Hijinks ensue.The romance
plot was once pretty well via the numbers. Mick needs to be made to work out what's in
entrance of his face. My largest peeve is the utter Mary-Sueishness of Sasha. She has all of it -all males wish her, virtually (if no longer technically) a virgin, misunderstood all her life, tragic
childhood. It was once a complete pile on.Even so, though, it was once nonetheless an unique
ebook if in simple terms as the villain used to be the sort of frothing on the mouth loon who was
once enjoyable to learn about.I am happy I stumbled throughout this new-to-me author.
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